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pharaohs
•  Were the supreme 

leaders of the land.
•  They were like 

kings.
• Were both the 

political and 
religious leader. 



the pharaoh represented the gods on Earth. He performed 
rituals and built temples to honour the gods.



tutankhamun

• Is famous today because  his 
tomb remained intact

• He was Pharaoh at the age of 9.

• He tried to bring back the gods.

• Often called King.



• This is the mask of Tutankhamun, now is in the Egyptian Museum



cleopatra
•  She was the last Pharaoh of 

Egypt.

• She had a romans with Julius 
Caesar and Mark Antony. 

• Cleopatra assumed the throne of 
Egypt. 



• she loved the history of 
her country, could speak 
and read the Pharaonic 
language.

• caused a sensation by its 
personal attractivenis.



ramses

•  he ruled Egypt for 67 
years.

• he built more statues 
and monuments than 
any other Pharaoh. 

• He is very famous 



• the last of the great 
pharaohs to rule 
Egypt with significant 
power. 

• He is the basis for 
most Hollywood 
Egyptian Mummies.



nefertiti
• Nefertiti is a famous Egyptian 

queen.

• Lived during the 1300.

• Played an important role in 
religion.

• Is one particular woman.



• Nefertiti and her husband 
made the worship of the 
sun god

•  Was an important part of 
its history.



The gold of Ra

• was the name of the sun 
god of ancient Egypt. 

• He was the King of the 
gods.



• these great monuments connect the king with Ra. The Egyptians also built 
solar temples in honor of Ra.



conclusion
1.  The most powerful person in ancient Egypt was the pharaoh. 

2. The discovery of Tutankhamun's almost intact tomb.

3. Cleopatra caused a sensation by its personal attractivenis.

4. he built more statues and monuments than any other Pharaoh. 

5. Played an important role in religion.

6. The Egyptians also built solar temples in honor of Ra.



goodbye


